Stories

2019 Printing Impressions 400 Reveals Largest Printers, Printing Industry Trends

5 Marketing Predictions for 2020

Commentary: What’s Next in Inkjet and the Many Reasons to Adopt it

The Next Chapter in the Printing Profits “Tale of Two Cities”

USPS Informed Delivery Can Be a Game-Changer for How Brands Use Direct Mail

How to Optimize Mobile Marketing for Optichannel ROI

Industry News

Quadient Cited in Analyst Report as Only Customer Communications Management Vendor Providing Customer Journey Mapping

Canon Participates in the University of Miami’s Coral Reef Restoration Project

Canon Solutions America Powers University of Notre Dame Athletics’ Printing Capabilities

SGIA and NAPCO Media Appoint Andy Cvitanov as COO

PCI Group Aims for Next Level Success by Joining Imaging Network Group
**Interesting and Cool Stuff**

* Bosch's virtual visor eliminates sun glare without blocking your view

* Fisker's Ocean electric SUV will start at $29,999 after tax credit

* Oral-B thinks its AI toothbrush can clean your teeth better than you can

* Google's AI system can beat doctors at detecting breast cancer

**Blogs**

* Will Amazon Take Over Christmas?

* How to Determine Where You Are in the Transition from CCM to CXM

* Datalogics: 2019 in the Rear View Mirror

**Job Postings**

**Seeking:**

* Mauricio Carlini - Marketing, Sales and Business Development Manager
* Stephen Martin - Greater Minneapolis Area

**Available:**

* Data & Document Composition Manager - Brantford, Ontario
* Sr. Exstream Dialogue Software Developer - Salem, NH
* Sales Executive - Atlanta, GA
* Sales & Support Engineer
* Programmer - Atlanta, GA
* Doc Composition Specialist - Los Angeles, CA
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